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THE PROHIBITION PARTY’S 
OPPORTUNITY AND CLAIM 

It seems to us one of the most self-evident 
of self-evident things (if we may be allowed 
that form of speech) that to fail in this 
hour to embrace for the Prohibition party 
the tremendous opportunities of the great 
awakening upon the drink question would 
be little less than high treason. This is 
true, not only because the Prohibition party 
is the object of our interest and affection 
from the toil and sacrifice of the past, but 
as well because those of us who have deeply 
studied the Prohibition question have no 

faith in the permanency and effectiveness of 
any movement against the saloon that stops 
short of Prohibition with the Prohibition 
party in power. Those of us whose experi- 
ence and studies enable us to review the 
history of the movement in Maine and in 

Kansas, and as well in Michigan, Iowa, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire and Vermont, do not be- 
lieve that either Georgia or Alabama or 

Oklahoma have really settled the drink ques- 
tion. They have taken an important ad- 
vance step, the special importance of which 
is that it gives them a position from which 
to study phases of the question that before 
were not clear. 

There was never an hour since the drink 
curse was discovered to be a curse when the 
Prohibition party was more needed than to- 

day. 
If we are to gather the full advantage of 

this awakening for the party, it seems to 
ii& there are a few important things which 
we must keep clearly in mind: 

I. We must have not only a revival of 
enthusiasm in the Prohibition cause, but as 

well a revival of enthusiasm for the Pro- 
hibition party. 

We must let ourselves be cheered, as we 

have a right to be cheered, by the splendid 
prospect of victory that opens up before us 

—as a party. 

What we have fought for and sacrificed 
for and suffered for, is just at hand. We 
can poll tremendous votes; we can elect, not 

only local officials but legislators, judges and, 
perhaps, Congressmen this present year, if 
we rise to the occasion. There is no call 

upon us for self-effacement; upon the con- 

trary, we have a right to the head of the 

procession. The band and the band wagon 
and the “great, big, blue banner” are ours 

by right. 
Let us take our place. 
II. The present is an hour for inflexibil- 

ity. The time in all a reform’s history when 
the reformer can least afford to compromise 
or exhibit change of front is the moment 
when the force against which he has fought 
begins to show signs of yielding. The party’s 
old fighting line, as inflexible as in ’84 or 

’92 or 1900, must be maintained today. 

By not one jot nor one tittle must we 

withdraw or diminish or recede from the 
demand which wre have maintained for al- 
most four decades—that the government of 
the United States be committed to the 
hands of the Prohibition party for the pur- 
pose of enacting and enforcing legislation 
which shall abolish the liquor traffic. 

All the past has demonstrated the neces- 

sity of that demand and it remains for us 

now to demonstrate, by firmness, constancy 
and tremendous aggression in the most im- 

portant hour of the movement, our fitness 
to make the demand and our ability to oc- 

cupy the place which we have demanded. 

III. We must have a national convention 
which shall be at once great in numbers and 

enthusiasm, triumphant in tone and middle- 

of-the-road in character. Upon every Pro- 
hibitionist, from the national chairman down 
to the humblest worker in the ranks, the re- 

sponsibility is laid to take every necessary 
step for such a convention. 

TV. We must have, not merely a gen- 
erous, but a great campaign fund. The na- 

tional committee must not be stinted nor 

hampered in its work. In the campaign that 
is opening, more than ever before in its past 
history, it needs to plan and execute upon 
a colossal scale. Campaign funds do not 

grow upon the bushes, nor yet can we de- 

pend upon the comparatively few wealthy 
men in our party to contribute all that will 
be needed. We need a revival of generosity 
in the rank and file. We need a snowing- 
under of the offices of our national and state 
committees with tens of thousands of letters 

containing the dollars, and two dollars and 
five dollars of the people who cannot afford 
to give more, but who can afford to give that 
much. 

To such an effort to grasp the opportuni- 
ties of this brightest hour of the reform’s 

history, The National Prohibitionist, with 
its constantly growing circulation and its 

ever-widening influence, pledges itself and 
summons every loyal man and woman in the 

party. 

ALCOHOL AND ALCHEMY 

The daily papers are telling us the won- 

derful news that, on Wednesday of last week*,, 
a certain Dr. J. E. Siebel, before the Amei^^j 
ican Association for the Advancement of 

Science, read an article on the “Electromo- 
tive Production of Energy in the Human 
Body,” embodying the results of investiga- 
tions which he has conducted in his zymo- 
technic laboratory for several years, and in 
that article gave great praise to alcohol as a 

fuel or food for the body. 
The same papers tell us that upon the 

following day Professor Herbert N. McCoy 
of the University of Chicago, read to the 
same Association a paper which established 
the fact that “alchemy is no longer a dream,” 
and that the transmutation of metals is one 

of the possibilities of the future, so that we 

may make gold from our old lead, or, what 
is much more to the point with many of 
us, from our old brass, in the years soon 

to come. 
Even a layman may perhaps gather the 

impression that the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science has been 
listening to some statements that may be 
properly marked “Important if true.” Cer- 
tainly a great achievement of revolutionary 
character will have been accomplished when 
it comes to pass that the impecunious citi- 
zen can turn out gold bars ready for the 
mint, from the scrap iron that his wife has 
thrown into the backyard. But even when 
that shall come to pass, and when it shall 
have been established—if it ever should be 
established—that alcohol is a marvelous food 
instead of a poison, it will, even then, remain 
that alcoholic liquors curse and blight and 
ruin men and nations, and that the parties 
principally interested in the exhibition of the 
supposed food qualities of alcohol are those 
whose financial interests lie in its sale under 
conditions in which, all the world knows, it 
is not a food but a poison for body and 
brain and soul. 

THE BREWERS’ MASTER LIE 

We know of no form of expressing the 
facts clearly, forcibly and unmistakably, as 

they should be expressed, without saying, in 

coarse, unpolished English, that the adver- 
tisement of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing 
Association, which is analyzed upon other 
pages of this paper, proves that representa- 
tive of the beer interests to be an inexcus- 
able, unmitigated and impudent liar. 

There is no opportunity to make an al- 
lowance for “mistakes” or “misunderstand- 
ings.” The brewers lied, “that’s all”; in- 
tended to lie; lied maliciously, for the pur- 
pose of deceiving the American people, of 
disguising the pernicious character of their 
business and giving it a pretended import- 
ance which it does not have. 

All this, of course, was to be expected and 
is “of part and parcel” with the program of 
the brewers for decades past and matches 
finely with their pretended efforts to re- 

form the liquor business. One is reminded 
of the words of Scripture, “They are of 
their father, the devil, and the works of 
their father they will do,” and, as it is writ- 
ten in another place, “He was a liar from 
the beginning.” 

There is another phase of the question 
that is not quite so simple of solution and 
is much graver in fact. We refer to the 
willingness of the daily papers of the coun- 

try to spread this manifestly mendacious 
stuff before their readers. The papers com- 

ing to this office seem to show that prac- 


